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Abstract
This article studies the fault recorder in power system and introduces the
Comtrade format. Andituses C++ programming to read recorded fault data
and adopts Fourier analysis and symmetrical component method to filter and
extract fundamental waves. Finally the effectiveness of the data processing
method introduced in this paper is verified by CAAP software.
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1. Introduction
No matter the power system works properly or breaks down, the fault recorder
can always record amounts of detailed data, which is not only the basis to analyze the fault cause and test the relay protection action, but also provides valuable information for the power workers to study the real behaviors of the complex
system and find the law. That makes us understand the momentary changes of
electrical quantities timely.
After obtaining the failure data, we have to think about how to separate those
electrical components and symmetrical components from the tens of thousands
of sampling points. The Fourier transform can filter the collected signals and extract the fundamental frequency component. When unbalanced fault occurs, the
symmetrical component transformation can extract the positive, negative and
zero sequence components, complete the calculation in their respective single-phase network and combine the results to get electric quantities of threephase unbalanced circuit. This is the initial processing of recorded fault data.

2. The Fault Recorder in Power System
The fault recorder is a kind of automatic device which can record the running
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parameters such as voltage, current, power and the action of protection devices
at the first time when the power system breaks down. The development of fault
recorder has experienced three main stages: ink type fault recorder, photoelectric
fault recorder and digital fault recorder [1]. The first two generations are mechanical, while the third one is of microcomputer type, which has relatively
longer recording time, more complete and perfect intelligent printing capabilities of graphics, etc..
The fault recorders vary in different countries and different voltage classes. In
the literature [2], the devices can be classified based on the principle of recording, the performance of the device and the form of the circuit. According to the
recording principle, the fault recording devices can be divided into the light type,
the printing type, the magnetic circuit type and the digital type. Among the
above four types, the light type has mature technologies, simple devices, easy
operation and high accuracy, which is widely used in China. While the printing
type has been discontinued in our country because of its old structure and low
recording accuracy, the magnetic circuit type can reach higher accuracy. However, the requirements on the manufacturing process of it are high and it has
complex reading and writing devices, so this type is not produced now. The digital type, which has high precision, is advanced, but the wiring is complex and
has high cost. It’s generally used in high voltage or extra high voltage transmission lines. With the rapid development of electric power industry, the digital
wave recording devices are becoming popular.
The 220 kV - 500 kV Power system fault dynamic record technical guidelines
states that during the entire process of the fault, the data recorded shall be carried out in accordance with the time sequence, as shown in Figure 1 [3].
Table 1 shows the data acquisition and recording time at different periods:

3. Comtrade
The Fault Recorder is the device to record fault data, while COMTRADE is a
common format for different devices in the power system to exchange recorded
fault data and transient waveforms. The full name of it is IEEE Standard Common Format for Transient Data Exchange for Power Systems. COMTRADE
standard currently has two versions-the 1991 and the 1999. The latter version
can be compatible with the former one. The specific differences between the
mare that the 1999 version includes information files which the 1991 version
doesn’t have. And also, the configuration files of the 1999 version are more
comprehensive [4] [5].

Figure 1. Time sequence.
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Table 1. Information of data acquisition.
Period

Data Acquisition

Recording
Time

A

Collect the state data before the disturbance, output
the original acquisition waveform

≥0.04 s

B

Collect the state data in the early stage of the disturbance,
output the original acquisition waveform

≥0.1 s

C

Collect the state data in the middle stage of the disturbance,
output continuous power frequency effective values

≥1.0 s

D

Collect system dynamic process data, output a
power frequency effective value per 0.1 s

≥20 s

E

Collect dynamic data of the long process of the system,
output a power frequency effective value per 0.1s

≥10 min

According to the literature [6] [7] [8], each record in COMDTRADE standard
includes four documents-header file, configuration file, data file and information
file [9].
Header file, named “.HDR”, is an optional ASCII text file. It can help users
understand the conditions of the data record. Parameters like states of the grid
before disturbance occurs, corresponding station names of fault data, identifications of fault lines, reactors, transformers or circuit breakers, the length of the
fault line, the positive sequence and zero sequence resistance and reactance of
the line, the mutual inductance between lines, positions and ratings of shunt
reactors and series capacitors, the rated voltage of TV and TA, the rated power
and wiring group of transformers, the parameters of each node in the grid and
so on are all included in this file.
Configuration file, named “.CFG”, is used to define the recording style of the
data file. It is divided into several lines, with each line ended by enter or newline
and data is separated by commas. Station names, device characteristics, version
numbers of Comtrade, information of the channels (A/D), the grid frequency,
sampling information, the date/time scale and the type of data file are included
in this file.
Data file, named. “DAT”, contains all input channel values of each sampling.
It also contains a sequence number and the time mark of each sampling at the
beginning of a line. Each point is recorded in the order described in the configuration file. Data file can be divided into ASCII file and binary file, whose
reading methods are different. In ASCII file, the code and the output character is
corresponding and a byte represents a character, which is easy to read. While the
binary file outputs data based on its storage form is in the computer memory. It
is a continuous stream of binary data with no delimiters. In ASCII file, the recorded value of each sample point is arranged as: n, timestamp, A1, A2, ···, Ak,
D1, D2, ···, Dm<CR/LF>; In the binary file, it’s arranged as: n timestamp A1
A2, ···, Ak S1 S2, ···, Sm.
Information file, named “.INF”, is optional, stored separately, and also in the
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form of ASCII. It can maintain the compatibility between the programs in Comtrade format. It consists of a number of areas and each area contains the header
and a number of entries to explain and record additional information.

4. The Reading Process of the Recorded Fault Data
4.1. Read the Configuration File
It should define a structure named CFG data to storage data, using a custom
function Read CFG to read line by line and save variables. The reading process
will use the VC++ file flow, as shown Figure 2.

4.2. Read the Data File
Reading data files also rely on VC++ program file stream. It defines the DAT
structure which is used to store the three-phase voltage and current data. Read
ASC function and Read Binary function are used to read files and save variables,
to which should be passed the corresponding data file and DAT structure before
called.

4.3. Read Header File
Since the header file is in ASCII form, it can be read in the way similar to that of
the configuration file. It should define a Readhead function to read the line
length, positive/zero sequence resistance and reactance, current/voltage ratio of
transformers, and also save the variables.

5. Data Processing
5.1. Extract the Fundamental Component by Fourier Transform
The microcomputer protection devices will react when the fault occurs. The signal contains the decaying DC component and the complex harmonic components, which will cause serious distortion to the waveform. Therefore, the collected signals should be filtered and the frequency component should be extracted, which can be realized by Fourier transform.
Full wave Fourier algorithm [10] [11] requires a cycle data window and the
amount of its computations is medium. It extracts the specific frequency component based on the orthogonality property. The specific calculation formulas

Figure 2. VC++ file flow.
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are:
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5.2. Extract Sequence Component by the Symmetrical Component
Method
The electromagnetic coupling relationships between the three-phase transmission lines bring much difficult to the calculation. So the symmetrical component
transformation should be adopted to decouple three-phase into three independent modules and extract the positive, negative and zero sequence component
separately. Complete the calculation in their respective single-phase network and
combine the results to get electric quantities of three-phase unbalanced circuit.
Take a phase current as an example, the sequence component is obtained by
the following methods [12]:
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6. Verify the Results with CAAP
CAAP, made in Wuhan Zhongyuan Science and Technology Company with
standard C++ language, is a software to analyze recorded fault data in power
system. It can accomplish the following works:

6.1. Read Data
It can display and compare waveforms. Also, values of both sides, instantaneous
value, real effective value, the phase, the location of the point in the data file and
the corresponding time can be viewed. Take B Station of Sha-GuangJia Line as
an example, the waveform displayed in CAAP and the waveform read by programming are shown in Figure 3.

6.2. Harmonic Analysis
CAAP software can show waveforms and spectrums of the DC component, the
fundamental component and harmonic components, which can check the
waveforms obtained by Fourier Transform. Take South Station of Sha-GuangJia
Line as an example, the waveform displayed in CAAP software and the waveform obtained by programming are shown in Figure 4.

6.3. Sequence Component Analysis
CAAP can analyze sequence components of three-phase voltage/current indivi50
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dually or together and also zoom and hide these components. Take South Station of Sha-GuangJia Line as an example, the sequence components of the fault
point displayed in CAAP and programmed by MATLAB are shown in Figure 5.
The comparisons above indicate that the results obtained by programming are
identical to those displayed in CAAP, which means methods discussed in this
paper to read files and process data are correct and effective.

7. Summary
This paper studies the fault recorder in power system and the method to process
recorded fault data. It uses C++ programming to read data and Fourier analysis
and symmetrical component method to filter and extract fundamental waves.
The results obtained by this method accord with the results displayed in CAAP
software.

Figure 3. Waveform comparison.

Figure 4. Waveform comparison.

Figure 5. Waveform comparison.
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